HGGS Research Colloquium

Wednesday, 12:00 – 12:45 s.t.

2 February 2022

Lili Zhang
Philosophy Faculty
“The Fish motifs in Chinese Material Culture: A Study of Social Relations, Artistic Decoration and Literary Metaphor from the late Ming to the middle of Qing Dynasties.”
Moderation: Hannah Mieger

9 February 2022

Erika Mosebach
Faculty of Economics and Social Sciences
“Alignment processes in the implementation of EU standards in national prostitution policies.”
Moderation: Armen Hesse

16 February 2022

Hamzah Fansuri
Faculty of Behavioural and Cultural Studies
“On the road of *hijrah*: identity and piety phenomenon among urban Muslims in contemporary Indonesian Islam.”
Moderation: Christine Böckmann

HGGS virtual room: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83076503581?pwd=V01GV1JERDZyUzZCUDJ3Z2k4ZTBEO0T09
HGGS Research Colloquium

Wednesday, 12:00 – 12:45 s.t.

23 February 2022

Hui Wang
Philosophy Faculty

“Anime-Pop: Contemporary Art and Culture Industry in A Global Age.”
Moderation: Hannah Mieger

2 March 2022

Carmen Wintergerst
Faculty of Economics and Social Sciences

"A vicious circle? Civil society and (re-)autocratization in Southeast Asia."
Moderation: Bahar Akgün

9 March 2022

Marcus Hausner
Faculty of Behavioural and Cultural Studies

"Complexity competence - an approach to describing, identifying and developing complexity-adequate action by managers."
Moderation: Prof. Dr. Ekkehart Reimer

HGGS virtual room: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83076503581?pwd=V01GV1JERDZy1bzZCUDl3Z2k4ZTBEOt09
HGGS Research Colloquium

Wednesday, 12:00 – 12:45 s.t.

16 March 2022

Ruth Quante
Philosophy Faculty

“Working Women’s Spaces in late-Victorian Literature and Culture.”

Moderation: Jessica Albrecht

23 March 2022

Bahar Akgün
Philosophy Faculty

“Formulating a perceptual grammar for Islamic visual culture.”

Moderation: Martina Marzullo

30 March 2022

Andreas Spiziali
Faculty of Economics and Social Sciences

“Altruism and sociological perspectives – Why we cooperate?
An empirical study”.

Moderation: Alix Schulz

HGGS virtual room: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83076503581?pwd=V01GV1JERDZvY1ZvZCUzZ2k4ZTB6EQT09